A World of Diﬀerent People (Human To Human)
Words & Music by Jay Segel, Standard Capo 5 90bpm Key of A
I can’t stand these wars,
Between left and right, black and white,
And there’s so much more,
Straight or gay, if or where you pray,
There’s always a difference that we can find,
There’s always a message that’s left behind,
Better to focus on ties that bind, us together,
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This guitar, doesn’t see gender,
These strings, don’t care where you’re from,
Music’s the voice of a world of different people,
Singing together as one, That’s proof, that this can
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This all starts with goals,
We need dignity, equality,
Hope connects our souls,
There’s no unity, without harmony,
It’s the partisan purpose to build up walls,
Create these divisions that make us small,
Because in the end we all rise or fall, together, (together)
This guitar, doesn’t care what you look like,
It doesn’t know, country from state,
These strings, don’t care what your age is,
It’s a way we relate,
This guitar, doesn’t see labels,
These notes, stand up for what’s right,
Music’s the voice of a world of different people,
Coming together for life,
This is a call to action, Not a call to arms,
Harmony instead of harm,
Healing doesn’t come,
Until we listen as human to human,
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This guitar’s the rhythm of reason,
Chorus alt
Ain’t no bridge it can’t cross,
Music’s the sound of a million different people,
Letting no voice get lost,
This guitar’s remembering Marvin,
(It’s) Reimagining John,
Music’s the voice of the person in the mirror,
Every heart has a song, These hearts can fix what’s wrong
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